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Contemporary communication technologies have dramatically lowered
monetary and practical costs of broadcasting information and media to
many people — and of consuming others’ broadcasts. They have created new ways for people to share their own thoughts, experiences, and
creations, to consume and react to those shared by others, and — quite
importantly — to rapidly propagate them. It is so easy to propagate content that people often share information that, on further consideration,
they themselves would realize is misinformation.1 Interactions on social
media affect commerce, culture, politics, and public health,2–6 thereby
reasonably attracting scientific, public, and regulatory attention.
What role do algorithms play in all of this? Algorithms are unavoidable here. Even sorting posts by friends in chronological order∗ or
videos by overall popularity is algorithmic; and often it is unclear there is
a single, simple baseline algorithm. What much of the public conversation about algorithms has in mind are particular kinds of more complex,
potentially more opaque, algorithms — typically based on statistical machine learning — that are adaptive to, e.g., features of the content and
each person’s history of consumption. In the context of social media,
these algorithms typically first present items that are predicted to be
something the consumer will take desirable actions on or would say is
important, interesting, or fun.
Are these algorithms better or worse — for individual consumers
and for society — than simpler alternatives that would, e.g., present
everything from the accounts someone follows in chronological order?
Can we straightforwardly specify what a given algorithm “amplifies” in a
way suitable for assigning moral or legal responsibility?
Here I briefly summarize some key points.
1. At established platforms, algorithmic ranking and recommendation involve using many signals and are typically not aimed at simply maximizing short-run engagement.
2. Quantifying the impacts of algorithmic ranking is quite difficult,
even with access to proprietary data. This is not only because
of the complexity of these technical systems, but due to people’s
complex and often strategic responses to changes in algorithms.
3. We lack clear evidence about broader benefits or harms of algorithmic ranking. Nonetheless, simple rankings and recommendations (e.g., chronological, overall popularity) can make some forms
of undesirable strategic behavior easier.
4. Policy-makers can protect the ability of external researchers to
probe these systems, and they can provide clear paths for platforms to retain and share data in privacy-preserving ways.
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∗

For simplicity I use “chronological”
to refer to a ranking that shows
items ordered by recency — perhaps more precisely called reverse chronological.

The rest of this statement is organized as follows. First, I characterize current practice in algorithmic ranking and recommendation of content in social media. Second, I elaborate on how we can learn — and
what we already know — about effects of algorithms in social media.
Third, I conclude by stating some policy implications.

Current practice
Before considering assessing their effects or crafting policy, it can be
useful to understand the state-of-the-art in algorithmic ranking and recommendation in social media. This involves choosing from a large collection of items (i.e. content, stories, posts, activity) that a user is eligible
to see and determining which of those items are displayed in what order
— and also how each item is displayed, as there are often multiple variations available. I start with a prototypical case, presenting a somewhat
simplified solution, and then discuss a few relevant variations.
Consider the problem of choosing which of a large set of photos or
videos shared by accounts a user follows to display and in what order.
This is a version of the problem faced by Instagram and Snapchat in
their feeds (that is, setting aside their other channels for now). People
do not typically spend enough time using these services to see all — or
even the majority — of what is shared by the accounts they follow.7,8
These platforms have multiple goals in mind when doing this ranking.
They then attempt to quantify these goals in metrics, usually defined at
the level of each user. These could include the fraction of days that
users log in, the number of photos they post, their time spent using the
service, what they would say in response to a survey question asking
about the service, the revenue from them viewing or clicking on ads, etc.
These may be combined into a single evaluation criterion,9 or managers
may decide to try to maximize one metric while ensuring that they do not
have substantial negative effects on others.
It is difficult to directly optimize what items to show to maximize such
metrics, since these metrics are defined at the level of users and there
are many possible rankings of items.∗ So typically platforms simplify the
problem by defining a small number of constituent scores for each item,
defining a combined score that, e.g., sums up these scores, and then
ranking items by that combined score (Figure 1).10,11
These constituent scores are typically predictions of actions the
viewing user might take on or related to the item. For example, there
could be predictions of the probability the viewer will “like” the item.†
Similar predictions can be made for many other item-level actions,
such as commenting on it or viewing it for at least x seconds. Usually
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For a single user, there often are
more possible rankings of available items than there are atoms
in the universe: say there are
100 items available, then there are
over 10156 possible orderings of
those items.

†

Ranking engineers at multiple
firms can be overheard referring
to “p-like”.12

Figure 1: Schematic representation of inputs to scores used to rank items in
social media feed. Numerous characteristics of the item are used to predict the
probability of the viewer taking various actions (e.g., “liking” the item) based
on historical data. These predictions together determine a combined score;
for example, the combined score might add up these predictions, each with a
different weight.
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“negative” actions, such as unfollowing or unfriending the poster or
hiding the item, are similarly predicted and given negative weights
in the combined score.∗ Data scientists and managers try to identify
new actions to predict that provide additional relevant signals (e.g.,
sequences of actions indicative of “regretted” clicks).
The same approach is often used to predict other, less direct, actions. For example, the platform may produce predictions of whether the
viewer will follow or friend someone involved in the item (e.g., someone
tagged in the photo). The general approach can also incorporate nonbehavioral signals that are only available for a small sample of users,
such as data from surveys. For example, if the platform has contractors or everyday users rating content in their feeds,† they can predict
those ratings; that is, the platform can produce predictions of whether,
if asked, the viewer would say this item is important, informative, funny,
or makes them feel connected.
How are the weights on these different constituent scores chosen?
In some cases these weights may be selected through managerial
judgement alone, but often sophisticated A/B tests‡ are used to compare how different choices of weights affect metrics.10,14,15 For example,
the weights might be selected to maximize a metric designed to
(ambitiously) measure people’s level of “meaningful social interaction”,
subject to a constraint on revenue. While it is most straightforward to
assess effects on metrics for the viewing user, many of the immediate
3
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That is, the combined score for
an item will look something like
b
score = wlike × P(like)
+ wcomment ×
b
b
P(comment)
+ ... + whide × P(hide),
where the ws are the (positive or
negative) weights given to the predictions of different actions. Recent reporting makes clear TikTok’s ranking likewise follows this
pattern,12 though it apparently
lacks both any negative signals or
any signals from attitudinal (e.g.,
survey) data.

†

Facebook, for example, created
a paid “feed quality panel” to
meticulously rate items in their
feeds, and has combined this
with data from users who respond
to prompts to rate their feeds.13
These ratings can be used both to
evaluate a prospective ranking algorithm and in the algorithm itself
via predictions, as described here.

consequences of ranking apply to other people (e.g., by showing this
item to this viewer, the poster of that item may receive an additional
comment).16 Platforms often try to incorporate these consequences
into their ranking as well.
Recall the constituent scores are the probabilities of various actions;
how do platforms predict these actions? They use very large statistical
machine learning (or, if one prefers, artificial intelligence) models trained
on historical data about which items people were shown, what the characteristics of those items where, and what the viewing user did.∗ For
example, the historical data would generally reveal that if the viewer frequently comments on items involving a particular person (e.g., as the
poster of the photo, as someone tagged in the photo), then they are
more likely to do so for this new item. More recently, platforms have
more thoroughly incorporated techniques from natural language processing and computer vision into these predictive models; the actual
contents on the photo are used to predict what actions the viewer would
take if shown it.† Furthermore, the history of a user’s interactions and
connections in the social network is sometimes used to learn some numeric representation of their preferences and dispositions, which can
also be used in these predictions; these can be regarded as latent (i.e.
unobserved) positions of each user.
Thus, the algorithmic ranking of social media feeds typically depends
on numerous inputs. Some of these inputs themselves are the results
of prior statistical machine learning (e.g., learned representations of the
objects in photos). However, decision-makers within platforms are typically less focused on these inputs, but rather on understanding and effectively making tradeoffs between various metrics — defined not solely
at the level of individual items to be ranked, but for individual users or for
the entire service. They often make these tradeoffs by differently weighting predictions about how a viewer will act on or evaluate an item.

Further variations and complications
There are some variations on and complications of the above problem
and solution.
1. When deciding what item to show in the second position, it can be
useful to account for what the first item is; more generally, it can
make sense to consider the full ranked set of items so as to reflect,
e.g., demand for variety of topics or sources. While it is typically
computationally difficult to directly optimize rankings in this way,
platforms often implement various heuristics to improve the final
ranking. For example, they may have rules that prevent a ranking
4
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A/B tests (i.e., randomized experiments, randomized controlled trials) involve randomly assigning
users to different variations on
a service. Here this would be
assigning users to rankings using different weights on the predicted actions. As in medicine and
economics, these randomized trials are considered the “gold standard” for evidence and decisionmaking.

∗

Usefully, this historical data typically involves users seeing stories in an order other than the status quo because they are in an
A/B test or because the scores for
items have had a small amount of
random noise added to them.

†

That Facebook uses such signals
can be seen in that ad delivery is immediately imbalanced by
gender depending on whether the
ad image alone includes stereotypically male- or female-relevant
themes.17

from being highly repetitive in having several items from the same
poster, only videos, etc.∗

∗

This is sometimes described as
the “slate recommendation” problem, including in research from
YouTube and others.18 Facebook
managers describe this as part of
a “contextual pass” that, among
other things, implements poster
and content-type diversity rules.11

†

For some time starting in 2011,
Facebook had both its News Feed
and a second, chronological feed
(Ticker) that updated in real-time;
both were visible simultaneously
when using Facebook on a computer.

2. There are sometimes multiple ways to display an item. For example, multiple photos posted by the same person could all be shown
smaller and grouped together, or some or all could be displayed
at a larger size and shown individually. Some or all existing comments on an item could be displayed by default.16 Thus, similar
algorithms are also often used to make these decisions.
3. What comprises the inventory of items to be ranked is not always
obvious, and it is often not limited to other accounts broadcasting
new content (e.g., posting a photo), but can include other activity
(e.g., a friend being tagged in a public photo, a friend commenting
on a photo by another friend). Typically, many of these items score
poorly or are removed according to rules to avoid repetitiveness
(e.g., several items about friends commenting on the same photo),
but some may score well.
4. Even in the same platform there are numerous channels for algorithmic ranking and recommendation. Public discourse often
has in mind a single feed (e.g., Facebook News Feed, TikTok’s
series of videos), but these same items might be delivered to
users via multiple feeds† and via email or mobile push notifications, with these likewise subject to optimization.19 Established
platforms are often ranking and recommending many types of
items in many different formats. For example, many platforms suggest accounts to follow or friend based on numerous signals and
with the aim of getting new users to make, e.g., engaging and varied connections.20 Many platforms also have personalized search
functionality in many places, including some that might seem mundane or invisible (e.g., autocompletion of friends’ names when tagging them in photos).

Algorithmic transparency and impact:
Evidence and challenges
There is substantial interest in characterizing “algorithmic amplification”
— what content is given greater reach than it would have with some
baseline algorithm — and the broader impact of algorithms. The title
of this hearing refers to “dangerous algorithms” and posits associated
harms. I find it quite plausible that, in particular cases, algorithmic ranking in social media is the proximal cause of specific harms; likewise,
5

in particular cases, algorithmic ranking is the proximal cause of specific benefits and the absence specific harms. But how would we know
whether aggregate effects of algorithmic ranking and recommendation
in social media are positive or negative? To be clear, I do not think there
is a social-scientific consensus here in favor of some simple baseline
ranking (e.g., chronological) over the status quo.
Ideally, we would like to have rigorous, quantitative evidence about
the effects of algorithmic ranking. While there presently is not a large
body of evidence, one hope is that algorithmic transparency and other
efforts would enable expanding this evidence. Here I review ways we
can learn about algorithmic ranking and recommendation, in the process summarizing what limited evidence∗ we do have and highlighting
some of the challenges in using simplistic comparisons of algorithms.22
I see three common ways we can learn about the effects of algorithms: (a) querying the algorithm with different inputs, (b) comparing
outputs (i.e. rankings) of different algorithms on the same inputs (i.e.
content inventory), and (c) conducting randomized trials assigning users
(whether content producers or consumers) to different algorithms.
First, and most minimally, we may be able to see how the algorithm ranks different items; we can provide a variety of items (perhaps systematically varying some of their characteristics) and see the
output. To some degree, this is commonly done by marketers (whether
in commercial, public interest, or political campaigns) probing social media platforms in attempts to optimize their own reach by trying numerous
variations on the content and timing of what they post. This is also an
approach that has been used successfully to identify, e.g., disparate error rates in commercial computer vision systems.23 † One challenge here
is that one needs relevant samples of items — and perhaps the ability
to generate systematic variations on them — to run through the algorithm. In the context of computer vision, there are available corpuses
of images and creating a new sample of images is possible since they
can be provided to the algorithm in standard formats. However, in the
context of social media, external researchers may have little access to
a distribution of items and many different signals are used in the ranking (i.e., the left column of Figure 1), many of which have only some
proprietary format.
Second, we may be able to compare how different algorithms
rank the same inventory for the same user. Academic researchers
have, for example, set up Twitter accounts that emulated some archetypal real users and compared how news content is displayed in the
“Home” (algorithmically ranked) versus “Latest Tweets” (approximately
chronological) view; one study with eight artificial accounts found that
the algorithmic ranking resulted in less exposure to external links as a
6
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Further afield, there are detailed studies of predictive systems making biased and harmful
decisions in, e.g., health care,21
a setting where both quite different regulatory considerations apply and some of the challenges
described above as less severe.

†

A variation on this approach would
also use access to the algorithms’
code itself. This might seem like
a substantial advantage, but often the complete algorithm is complex enough — having potentially
billions of parameters — that this
may neither facilitate human understanding (even by the engineers building them) or readily enable external researchers or auditors to run a variation on the algorithm.

whole, including links to news.24 ∗
While these kinds of comparisons are an important tool, they typically do not tell us about “algorithmic amplification” writ large. These
comparisons tell us about how items would be ranked if — for a moment
and for one account only — the algorithm was changed; they do not typically tell us about what would happen if the algorithm were changed for
a longer period of time and for many people or everyone.
Consider an example. Say you are connected on social media (e.g.,
are friends on Facebook, follow them on Twitter) to a relative with political views very different than your own and who posts a lot of political
content. Due to algorithmic ranking and recommendation you might not
see a lot of those posts, as the platform accurately predicts you will not
engage with them nor would you say, if asked, that they helped you be
informed or feel connected; rather you see a few of those posts, but you
do see most of their posts about family and fishing. This might seem
like a clear case of a “filter bubble” whereby the algorithm is causing
you to be exposed to less cross-cutting content than you would under
a simple chronological ranking.† However, the truth can be a bit more
complex than that. Under chronological ranking you might initially see
so many undesirable political posts from this person that you choose to
unfollow or unfriend them. This could result in eventually seeing less
cross-cutting content than you would under the algorithmic ranking.‡
More generally we can note that some of the effects of algorithmic ranking and recommendation of content occur by causing people
to change their behavior including the formation, maintenance, and dissolution of their social network ties.32 It can also affect the timing and
duration of use of social media. Both of these then determine the longerrun consequences for what items they see. This process is illustrated in
Figure 2.
Third, platforms can conduct randomized trials comparing different ranking algorithms. This is a key tool by which they optimize these
algorithms with respect to their goals, and it is also used to gain further
understanding of these complex systems.33–35
Randomized trials show that ranking choices can indeed matter. In
the lead up to the 2012 US presidential election, a routine ranking experiment at Facebook randomly assigned over 1 million Americans to
an algorithm that boosted the ranking of “hard news” from established
news outlets; a preliminary analysis concluded that this increased political knowledge, altered policy preferences, and increased voter turnout
compared with the status quo ranking.36 Note, however, that the baseline here is not chronological ranking; in fact, the novel algorithm only
moderately differed from the status quo, as it only affected a small fraction of items.37§ Thus, while this study provides evidence that, in a broad
7
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These studies are often limited —
by platform policies and enforcement — in the number of artificial
accounts they can use to probe
these algorithms.

†

While studies by researchers at
Facebook25 document a reduction
in cross-cutting political content
from the set available from friends
to that displayed in the feed, these
researchers cautioned26 that this
was not immediately informative about what would happen
in a counterfactual world with a
chronological feed.

‡

Perhaps in contrast to conventional wisdom, whether such reduced exposure to cross-cutting
content is harmful for society is
not always so clear,26–28 further
highlighting that the conclusions
here are not so obvious. I am
far from alone in arguing that
some common claims associated
with the “filter bubble” idea lack
evidence.29–31

§

With respect to some of the challenges described above and below, this is actually an advantage
of this study, as we might expect less dramatic adjustments by
users and publishers in response
to such a change.

Figure 2: A simplified feedback loop in algorithmic ranking in social media. The
content available to a user (i.e. their inventory) depends on what accounts they
follow. Even in the case of chronological ranking, what they see depends on
their behavior (via, e.g., timing of use). Users change their behavior when the
content they are shown changes (e.g., unfollowing other accounts, spending
more or less time on platform).

Ranked
content
Interactions,
sharing,
following

Content
inventory

sense, ranking matters, it says less about how something approximately
like the social media status quo compares with, e.g., a chronological
ranking.
There are a small number of published studies directly comparing algorithmic ranking with simple heuristic ranking by chronology or overall
popularity. These are largely in settings (e.g., music and podcast recommendations) removed from much of the public discussion about social
media.∗ However, recently leaked documents from Facebook include
a preliminary analysis of a test in which some users were randomly
assigned to chronological ranking.39,40 While we lack important details
about this test, and a single such A/B test is not definitive, this reveals
how, in the absence of ranking, metrics measuring exposure to likely
“bad” content (e.g., spam, items people propogate and then delete) increased dramatically — as did these users’ time spent on Facebook and
the revenue attributed to them.† Users in chronological ranking also did
not seem to like what they were seeing, as they hid many more items.
As noted by the author of the internal report,40 as with the comparisons
described above, it is possible some of these effects are only short-run
and they might reverse over the longer run as users remove friends,
leave groups, or lower their expectations for Facebook and visit less.
A recent article reports on a similar, longer-running experiment at
Twitter, in which some users were randomly assigned to chronological
ranking.41 These authors summarize their results as indicating that
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For example, Spotify conducted
a test of their podcast recommendations in which some users
received recommendations personalized based on their listening, while others received recommendations personalized based
only on their demographics.38 The
more personalized group listened
to somewhat more podcasts, but
on average listened to a lower variety of categories of podcasts.

†

This highlights that the status quo
ranking was clearly not optimized
to simply maximize short-run time
spent or revenue.

politicians in general receive “algorithmic amplification” in that they
get more reach among users in the status quo ranking compared
with chronological ranking; across several countries, right-leaning
parties are said to receive more amplification. While this long-running
experiment avoids some of the challenges described above (e.g., these
users have had time to adjust who they follow), it is still not obviously
informative about what would happen in the counterfactual world where
everyone has chronological ranking.∗
To see an important remaining challenge here, consider how politicians or their social media managers would respond if all Twitter users
have chronological ranking. Presently, they have tuned their Twitter activity to the status quo, but if suddenly everything was chronological,
they would change their behavior.† Accounting for this kind of response
from users — and especially from strategic, professional users of a platform — is key to assessing what is truly being amplified by an algorithm. Highly-transparent rankings and recommendations can be easier
for various actors to “game”.‡ I would not be surprised if key results
from these experiments might disappear or reverse when accounting
for these responses.
Platforms clearly regard these feedback loops, spillovers across
users, and adaptive, strategic behaviors as important, with several
industry and industry–academic teams working on methods to better
quantify these effects.35,38,44 Thus, assessing what a ranking algorithm
is amplifying is not a trivial task that platforms have simply neglected.
And we may be substantially mislead by assessments of algorithmic
amplification that simply compare two rankings of the same content
or even compare consumption by users randomized to different
algorithms.

∗

The Twitter researchers refer to
these challenges briefly, citing
some of my work42 and noting
that the experiment does not “provide unbiased estimates of causal
quantities of interest”.41

†

Sophisticated social media managers would be optimizing this
quantitatively, but even individual
users (including politicians) would
receive feedback via the amount
of likes and retweets their different
posts get or may view basic aggregate reach statistics provided
by Twitter.

‡

Rankings by recent overall popularity are also often subject to
strategic behavior as well. For example, we observed groups coordinate their Twitter activity to make
dozens of political hashtags appear on Twitter’s trending topics
list during the 2019 Indian general
election.43

§

In our study of images shared in
politics-related WhatsApp groups
in India, images identified as misinformation by journalists made up
around 13% of all image shares.45

Qualitative evidence
In the absence of evidence from quantitative studies, we might look
to more qualitative evidence. Commentators frequently point to cases
where algorithmic recommendation of, e.g., content or groups is an antecedent of some harm. But it is unclear how much of these outcomes
to attribute to specific features of social media, and algorithmic ranking
in particular. One useful comparison is that clearly inflammatory content and misinformation can very much go viral in the absence of such
ranking, with similarly terrible immediately consequences. For example, viral rumors spread on the group messaging service WhatsApp§
— which lacks algorithmic ranking — have been the proximal cause of
lynching and other violence in India.46 This hardly proves that algorithmic ranking does not matter, but it certainly highlights the difficulty of
9

credibly attributing harms to algorithmic ranking based on these kinds
of observations alone.
This absence of general, credible evidence about effects of algorithmic ranking and recommendation partially reflects the limited ability of
external researchers, journalists, and others to probe these systems.
Thus, we may expect that efforts to promote algorithmic transparency
and to enable producing reports on algorithmic impact using internal,
proprietary data could facilitate the creation of better evidence. But this
absence also reflects some fundamental challenges, some of which I
have elaborated on here, to learning about effects of interventions in
these complex environments — even with access to all of the proprietary data.

Policy implications
It is beyond the scope of my testimony and my expertise to make comprehensive policy recommendations. Instead I just highlight a few implications of the preceding discussion.

• Policy-making should not presume that requiring or promoting the
use of largely unfiltered chronological feeds in social media will
be beneficial. There could be benefits from resulting transparency
(e.g., requiring platforms to offer choice may make it easier for external researchers to learn about the algorithms), and perhaps to
individual consumers. But there may be other substantial costs,
including substantial increases in spam and misinformation without corresponding direct improvements for consumers.

• Minimal versions of algorithmic transparency — such as requiring
disclosure of ranking algorithms — may not be sufficiently informative to yield many benefits. Depending on the values of policymakers, this might suggest these efforts are not worthwhile, or that
a broader and more substantial version of transparency, involving
disclosure of substantially more data, is needed.

• Algorithmic ranking and recommendation are ubiquitous, often
appearing in many distinct channels on the same platform. Policymakers may want to consider whether a particular regulation
should apply to all of these channels, especially if compliance
requires substantial effort and user-facing controls for each
channel (e.g., a prominent icon) and if some channels are already
close substitutes for each other.
10

• Algorithmic ranking and recommendation are not limited to the decision of whether to display and item and in what order, as items
can be aggregated or displayed more or less prominently. Expanding this repertoire of user interfaces can be an important site
of innovation. Transparency mandates that neglect this may (a) fail
to be informative about important decisions by platforms and/or
(b) impede innovation in new ways of presenting information and
media.

• There are existing (e.g., TikTok, YouTube) and potential social media platforms where there is no obvious “default” ranking. Policies
that would enshrine comparisons to a particular baseline when
defining “algorithmic amplification” may lead to absurd conclusions for many platforms.

• Naive definitions of “algorithmic amplification” can be misleading
because they do not account for the reactions of consumers and
(often quite strategic) producers, which can be dramatic. Alongside other problems, this may complicate efforts to use such definitions to establish moral or legal responsibility.47

• External researchers (whether academics, journalists,48 or government officials) depend on the ability to probe these systems.
Various data-collection methods often opposed by platforms
(including scraping public content, participants consenting to
automated contribution of their data,49,50 , confirming participants have stopped using a service,51,52 and sophisticated audit
studies24,53–55 ) remain central to their work. If policy-makers want
rigorous external research — whether on foreign interference in
US elections56 or on effects of algorithms — to be possible, they
can protect the right to employ these methods, rather than, e.g.,
the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act discouraging such work.57

• Some of the best evidence I have drawn on comes from A/B tests
(i.e. randomized trials) conducted by platforms. These are regarded as a “gold standard” for learning about cause-and-effect
relationships, and they are a key tool for understanding effects of
changes to algorithmic ranking, as well as many other key decisions. Policies and rhetoric discouraging their use could leave scientists and the public less informed — as well as make it harder
for the platforms themselves to make good decisions.58

• Arrangements whereby platforms share data with external researchers while protecting people’s privacy can be beneficial
for science and the public. However, there remains substantial
11

uncertainty about what methods for privacy protection satisfy
some international privacy regulations,59 perhaps discouraging
more of such sharing. In some cases, privacy regulations have
apparently discouraged platforms from even retaining detailed
data that would be useful for assessing algorithmic impact.56
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technologies and topics of broad societal interest, including political participation, public health, and commerce. In addition to doing empirical research,
I work on methodology for learning about cause and effect relationships (i.e.
causal inference), particularly when people are affected by others’ behaviors,
as in much of social life, but especially in social media.
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Stanford University, resulting in five degree including my PhD.
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